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Volatus Infrastructure Announces Strategic Partnership 
Volatus Infrastructure, LLC and Metro Consulting Associates Enter into Strategic Partnership 

 

Neenah, WI – May 24, 2022—Volatus Infrastructure, LLC of Neenah, Wisconsin and Metro 

Consulting Associates, LLC (MCA), headquartered in Plymouth, Michigan, have entered into a strategic 

partnership with a preliminary focus on the Great Lakes Basin Region. The strategic partnership was 

established to create the electric vertical take-off and landing (eVTOL) infrastructure ecosystem. 

 “The significance of this partnership between Volatus and MCA is vitally important to the 

growth, development and success of the eVTOL industry and is what will truly help drive development, 

adoption and growth of this groundbreaking transportation technology,” said Volatus Infrastructure Co-

Founder, Grant Fisk. “The establishment of this strategic partnership ensures emerging technology is 

accessible to communities, people and businesses in the Great Lakes Basin Region.”  

The Great Lakes Basin Region consisting of portions of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, 

New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin is home to roughly eight percent of the US population or 

more than 30 million people.  

 “We are excited to see the Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) Industry gain momentum and look 

forward to seeing how our relationship with Volatus Infrastructure can help shape the future of local, 

regional and intraregional air transportation” said MCA President, Damon Garrett. 

 Metro Consulting Associates (MCA) is a multifaceted energy, land and community 

development firm that serves both private and public sector clients throughout the Midwestern United States 

and beyond. Founded in 2009, MCA has more than 60 renewable projects in its portfolio. MCA’s dynamic, 

daring and diverse team of multidisciplinary professionals continually deliver on expectations, timelines, 

budgets and technical expertise. 

Founded in 2021, Volatus Infrastructure, LLC is connecting communities to the future with best-

in-class eVTOL infrastructure technology to ensure society is ready for the future. Volatus offers three main 

vertiport designs, a vehicle agnostic charging station, plus an app and maintenance programs. By tailoring 

to specific needs while incorporating the latest technologies their work positively impacts clients and the 

communities they serve. Join the future with Volatus Infrastructure.  
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